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3daliens glu3d v1.3.30 & pwrapper v1.08 for 3dsmax 2010 32bit & 64bit glu3d is a complete system
that makes easy making liquids in autodesks 3dsmax, maya and xsi. glu3d uses particles to simulate

the liquid behavior, and a multi-resolution polygonal surface is also generated to display the liquid
surface. glu3d is a complete plugin system, easy to install and easy to manipulate, that makes easy
making liquids in autodesks 3dsmax. it uses particles to simulate the liquid behavior, and a multi-

resolution polygonal surface is also generated to display the liquid surface. to me, this is the beauty of
glu3d, the extended range of features compared to older versions. when i realized a lot of the work
has been done, i was shocked. glu3d keeps up with the times. and that is the reason its become so

popular. 3daliens glu3d v1.3.32 & pwrapper v1.09 for 3dsmax 2011 32bit & 64bit glu3d is a complete
system that makes easy making liquids in autodesks 3dsmax, maya and xsi. glu3d uses particles to

simulate the liquid behavior, and a multi-resolution polygonal surface is also generated to display the
liquid surface. 3daliens glu3d is a complete plugin system, easy to install and easy to manipulate, that
makes easy making liquids in autodesks 3dsmax. it uses particles to simulate the liquid behavior, and

a multi-resolution polygonal surface is also generated to display the liquid surface. glu3d is a
complete system that makes easy making liquids in autodesk's 3dsmax, maya and xsi. glu3d uses

particles to simulate the liquid behavior, and a multi-resolution polygonal surface is also generated to
display the liquid surface.
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in 2009 i was hired by a studio in la (the studio has since changed name - it's theatrical group) to
create a new particle effect that looked futuristic. i came up with glu3d with the help of my friend saul

martinez. to give you an idea of the range of what the team and i created, he wanted us to create
something that looked like a car collision from the future. so what we did was start out with an idea

about one of the first cars in the future, but instead of just making a car, we made it look like an 80's
space ship, and then we gave it a head on collision with a space station. after we built the collision

simulation, we duplicated it several times and then did some custom post-processing effects to make
it more visually appealing to the customer. feature work continues in our vfxrack module. it's a

combination of blender and glu3d that allows you to create and render 3d scenes using any scene
creation program and then export them to standard 3dsmax formats: obj, dae, xyz, dgn, fbx, gltf, etc.

once the environment has been setup the level doesnt need to be completely re-rendered from
scratch and doesnt need to be set to the new resolution. a new resolution of 4k or above will use a

new environment and new materials etc. but the same shaders from before. all thats needed is a new
set of textures for the new environment and new materials. very effective way to do this without

having to re-render the whole level. i created a feature to integrate the glu3d gpu particle system into
maya and xsi. glu3d is a fluid solver inside 3dsmax for doing simple fluids but with the power of the
gpu for speed. once the glu3d gpu plugin was installed in maya and xsi the next step is to create a

new instance of glu3d gpu. then select any particle system through pwrapper command panel and its
particles will be wrapped with a poly surface mesh. modify glu3d gpu parameters to change surface

look. 5ec8ef588b
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